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general and b) this study in particular

� The methodological approach taken with regard to 

data collection and analysis

� Data collection and analysis: examples of a multi-

method approach 

� Conclusion: the validity of a multi-method approach 
in IC research



Overview of study (Winchester 2007)

• Initial aim: to examine the effects of culture on the 
communication in an intercultural context

• Participants: 7 Japanese women who had lived in 
the UK for between 2 and 13 years

• Focus was on links between

culture   >   individual  >  language use
(Ind/Coll) (self concept)      (linguistic politeness)

• Findings: cultural, situational and motivational factors 
all contribute to communication in intercultural 
contexts, however, of the sociopsychological factors 
involved, cultural identity is particularly salient 



Intercultural communication = ordinary 
communication 

� intergroup factors (cultural norms, 

attitudes and beliefs) 

� interpersonal factors (interpersonal 

goals and sociopsychological 

orientation) 

(Koole and ten Thije 2001: 571)



Different approaches to the analysis of 
linguistic politeness

A traditional approach

� Politeness viewed as ‘an object of knowledge’, defined a priori

� Assessed through series of criteria/indices/strategies (i.e. 
form-function correlation

� Researcher not part of analysis

A postmodern approach

� Politeness emerges in social interaction

� Assessed through evaluations (i.e. no form-function 
correlation; multifunctionality of linguistic forms leads to range 
of possible interpretations)

� Researcher integral to analysis



Example of a multi-method approach 
(1): An interview questionnaire

� Attitude Items (Chan 1994)

� What I look for in a job is a friendly group of coworkers.  __

� I tend to do my own things, and most people in my family do the same. __

� Children should live at home with their parents until they get married. __

� When faced with a difficult personal problem, it is better to decide what to do 
yourself, rather than follow the advice of others. __

� Aging parents should live at home with their children. __

� When faced with a difficult personal problem, one should consult widely one’s 
friends and relatives. __

� The most important thing in my life is to make myself happy. __

� I would help within my means if a relative told me that he/she is in financial 
difficulties. __

� I like to live in cities, where there is anonymity. __

� I like to live close to my good friends. __



Example of a multi-method approach 
(2): A cultural-orientation 
questionnaire (extract)

� I would offer my seat in a bus to my supervisor __(__)
� I prefer to be direct and forthright when dealing with people __

(__)
� I enjoy developing long-term relationships among the people 

with whom I work __ 
� (__)I am very modest when talking about my own 

accomplishments __ (__)
� When I give gifts to people whose cooperation I need in my 

work, I feel I am indulging in questionable behaviour __ (__)
� I prefer to give opinions that will help people save face rather

than give a statement of the truth __(__)
� I say ‘No’ directly when I have to __ (__)
(Brislin 1994: 72-73)



Example of a multi-method approach 
(3): Evidence of cultural-orientation 
from data

1.Y: since I living in (.) this country I feel (1.0) in this society / in 
English society / if you don’t speak out you can’t get anything 
[…] 

2.M: I think in Japanese we (.) yeah Japanese as a language we 
have you know so many (.) yeah / we try to avoid directly say 
no so I can’t say (.) I / yeah I think I try to avoid saying directly 

3.C: what I want to change myself is ah I want to be more (.) 
assertive / I don’t- assertive? (.) / I want to say ‘no’ or ‘i-it’s not 
(.) good’ / to say

J: yes

C: so (.) maybe it might be Japanese general character (.) / it’s 
difficult to say ‘no’ or (.) ‘it’s not good’



Example of a multi-method approach 
(4):The Twenty Statements Test 
(adapted from Bond and Cheung 1983).

Instructions:
There are 20 numbered blanks on the page below. Please write 20 

answers to the simple question, ‘Who am I?’ in the blanks.  Just 
give 20 different answers to this question.  Answer as if you 
were giving the answers to yourself, not to anyone else.  Write 
the answers in the order that they occur to you.  Don’t worry 
about logic or ‘importance’.  Go along fairly fast, for time is 
limited.

� 1.
� 2.
� 3.
………
� 20.



Example of a multi-method approach 
(5): Self descriptions from the data

� I’m really careless

� I love reading

� I-I like cooking as well?

� I want to (.) just improve my English

� I don’t want to go back to my previous job

� recently I rarely see (2.0) the TV

� most of the time I (.) I chat with my flatmate 

� I speak English all the time?

� I’m learning something [about English] little by little I

� I like pottering



Example of a multi-method approach 
(6): ‘On saying “no”’ data extract

1. M: I think in Japanese we (.) yeah Japanese as a language we have you know 

2. so many (.) yeah we try to avoid directly

3. J: mhm

4. M: say ‘no’ so I can’t say (.)/ I- yeah I think I try to avoid saying directly but 

5. here (.) people prefer to (more) clear yes or no so I probably say (.) ‘no’

6. J: mm

7. M: if I have to clear

8. J: yes yes/ did that take some time to adapt to

9. M: (.) yes sometimes yeah I s-still you know ((laughs)) (!) keeping the 

10. Japanese behaviour so sometimes I (.) really hard to say ‘no’ but yeah I’m 

11. trying (!) 

12. J: mhm



A taxonomy of linguistic politeness

� Distance politeness style: ‘Don’t impose’ e.g. use 
of jargon /technical terminology, academic passive, 
hypercorrect forms/avoidance of colloquialisms

� Deference politeness style: ‘Give options’ e.g. 
hesitancy in speech/action, rising intonation, hedges, 
euphemisms

� Camaraderie politeness style: ‘Make A feel good, 
be friendly’ e.g. use of colloquial language, first 
names /nicknames, compliments, simple forms of 
unmentionable words (taboo) (Lakoff 1990:34)



Example of a multi-method approach 
(7): My evaluation of data extract (with 
reference to politeness taxonomy)

Evidence of Deference politeness style: 

� Hesitancy (including instances of you know

and yeah)

� Hedged comments (including instances of I 

think, probably, maybe and sometimes which 

dilute the force of her propositions): Both 

signal M’s lack of presumption regarding 

what is relevant to me as the interviewer
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